Abstract-Though centrality of vertices in social networks has been extensively studied, all past efforts assume that centrality of a vertex solely depends on the structural properties of graphs. However, with the emergence of online "semantic" social networks where vertices have properties (e.g. gender, age, and other demographic data) and edges are labeled with relationships (e.g. friend, follows) and weights (measuring the strength of a relationship), it is essential that we take semantics into account when measuring centrality. Moreover, the centrality of a vertex should be tied to a diffusive property in the network -a Twitter vertex may have high centrality w.r.t. jazz, but low centrality w.r.t. Republican politics. In this paper, we propose a new notion of diffusion centrality (DC) in which semantic aspects of the graph, as well as a diffusion model of how a diffusive property p is spreading, are used to characterize the centrality of vertices. We present a hypergraph based algorithm to compute DC and report on a prototype implementation and experiments showing how we can compute DCs (using real YouTube data) on social networks in a reasonable amount of time. We compare DC with classical centrality measures like degree, closeness, betweenness, eigenvector and stress centrality and show that in all cases, DC produces higher quality results. DC is also often faster to compute than both betweenness, closeness and stress centrality, but slower than degree and eigenvector centrality.
I. INTRODUCTION
An increasingly important problem in social networks (SNs) is that of assigning a "centrality" value to vertices reflecting their importance within the SN. Well-known measures such as degree centrality [1] , [2] , betweenness centrality [3] , [4] , stress centrality [5] , closeness centrality [6] , [7] , eigenvector centrality [8] only take the structure of the network into account -they do not take properties of the vertices or properties or weights of edges into account when computing centrality. As a consequence, any "semantics" embedded in the network is ignored. This can cause serious problems as shown in the following toy example. Another problem with existing centrality measures is that they ignore how properties (e.g. HIV) diffuse through the SN, solely focusing on the structure of the network. We can readily think of networks (e.g. Twitter) where person A has highest centrality in terms of spread of support for Republicans, while person B is the central player in terms of spread of support for conserving gorillas. The network in both cases is the same (Twitter), but the centrality of vertices should be measured both by the structural properties of the graph and by a vertex's ability to diffuse a given property. This paper proposes the novel notion of diffusion centrality that takes an SN, a diffusive property p, and a previously learned diffusion model D for p, and defines centrality of vertices based on these inputs. We do not provide algorithms to automatically learn diffusion models -interested readers may find one such algorithm in [9] . The contributions of the paper are as follows: (i) We formally define diffusion centrality and show how it captures the intuitions of Example 1. (ii) We propose a "hypergraph fixed point algorithm" and use it to develop the HyperDC algorithm. (iii) We report on an experimental evaluation comparing diffusion centrality with classical centrality measures in terms of both running time and "quality" of the central vertices determined by the different centrality measures. Experimental results show that diffusion centrality determines higher quality central vertices, is often faster to compute than betweenness, closeness and stress centrality, but slower than degree and eigenvector centrality.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We formally define social networks (SNs) and a language to express diffusion models. 1 We assume the existence of a set VP of unary predicate symbols (to capture properties of vertices in a social network), called vertex predicate symbols (also referred to as properties), and a set EP of ternary predicate symbols (intended to capture relationships between vertices in a social network), called edge predicate symbols.
Definition 1 (Social Network): A social network (SN) is a 4-tuple S = (V, E, VL, ω) where: 1) V is a finite set whose elements are called vertices;
2) E ⊆ V × V × EP is a finite set of (labeled) edges; 3) VL : V → 2 VP assigns a set of properties to each vertex; 4) ω : E → R assigns a weight to each edge. Example 2: Consider the SN of Example 1. Here, VP = {hiv} and EP = {sp, fr}, where sp and fr stand for sexual and friend relationships, respectively. The SN is defined as:
. Diffusion models specify how vertex properties "propagate". Diffusion models fall into three categories: tipping models in which a vertex adopts a behavior when a sufficiently large percentage of its neighbors adopt the behavior [10] , [11] , cascading models in which diffusions cascade across the network (cascade models have been developed for product adoptions [12] , the SIR model of disease spread [13] , marking photos as favorites in Flickr [14] ), and homophilic models in which vertices adopt behaviors on the basis of their intrinsic properties but not on the basis of network structure [15] .
Consider an SN S = (V, E, VL, ω). We assume the existence of a set V of variables ranging over vertices and a set W of variables ranging over real numbers. If p ∈ VP and X ∈ V ∪ V, then p(X) is a vertex atom. If e ∈ EP, A diffusion rule r for a property p ∈ VL is an expression: 
The first rule says that the confidence of a vertex having HIV is 90% if one of its sexual partners has HIV. The second rule says that the confidence of a vertex having HIV, given that it has a good friend (with weight over 10) who is a sexual partner of a vertex with HIV is 40%. The last rule can be similarly read.
Example 4: Suppose the SN in Figure 1 represents Cell phone users and vertices have properties like male, female, young, old, and adopter telling us if the user adopted a cell phone plan. The phone company wants to identify important users. Suppose d is male and everyone else is female; initially nobody is an adopter. A cell phone provider may have a diffusion rule learned from past promotions:
The vertex who has the greatest influence, if given a free mobile phone plan and if the above diffusion model is used, is clearly d (because this is the only vertex that can "influence" others to adopt the plan). However, we see from the table in Example 1 that d is not the most relevant vertex. It is also interesting to note that c and d have the same centrality w.r.t. all standard centrality measures (because their properties and the diffusion model are ignored). In addition to cascade models shown in the HIV example, our syntax can express homophilic models and tipping models. The following two rules express homophilic diffusion:
The following is a tipping model saying that if two or more adopters have instant messaging with X, then X is an adopter with confidence 0.7.
III. DIFFUSION CENTRALITY
Diffusion centrality tries to measure how well a vertex v can diffuse a property p (e.g. the hiv property), given the semantics and structure of an SN S and a diffusion model D for property p. In order to define this formally, we need a number of intermediate definitions.
Definition 2 (Labeling): Suppose S = (V, E, VL, ω) is an SN and p is a vertex predicate. A p-labeling of S is a mapping :
. is compatible with S iff for each v ∈ V such that p ∈ VL(v), it is the case that (v) = 1. A p-labeling states the confidence that a given vertex has property p. We define an ordering on p-labelings as:
Clearly, ⊥ is compatible with S and intuitively captures the initial distribution of property p in S -no diffusion model is considered by ⊥ . To capture the effect of a diffusion model, we need to find a labeling that is compatible with both the SN and the diffusion model. To do this, we show how a diffusion model and a network "propagate" a property from one vertex to another using a mapping that transforms labelings. We start by defining enabled rules.
Definition 3 (Enabled Rule): Let S = (V, E, VL, ω) be an SN and D a diffusion model for a property p. Let r ∈ grd(D)
be the ground diffusion rule:
where v is a vertex and each A i is a ground atom. r is enabled (w.r.t. S) iff:
is the case that q ∈ VL(v ); • for each edge atom e(v 1 , v 2 , w) ∈ body(r), it is the case that v 1 , v 2 , e ∈ E and ω( v 1 , v 2 , e ) = w; and • each comparison atom in body(r) is true (over the reals). Example 5: Consider the diffusion model of Example 3.
is a ground instance of the second diffusion rule of D hiv . This rule is enabled w.r.t. the SN of Figure 1 . 
r is enabled and of the form
We define the iterations of the T S,D operator as follows:
Proposition 1: The operator T S,D is monotonic (w.r.t. ) and has a least fixed point, denoted lfp(T S,D ).
Example 6: The least fixed point of the HIV diffusion model assigns 0.9 to hiv(a), 1 to hiv(b), 0.81 to hiv(c) and 0.4 to hiv(d). We will show how to compute it later.
Given an SN S = (V, E, VL, ω), a vertex predicate symbol p, and a vertex v ∈ V , the insertion of p(v) into S, denoted S ⊕ p(v), is the SN (V, E, VL , ω) where VL is exactly like VL except that VL (v) = VL(v) ∪ {p}. In other words, inserting p(v) into a social network merely says that vertex v has property p and that everything else about the network stays the same. Likewise, the removal of p(v) from S, denoted S p(v), is the social network (V, E, VL , ω) which is just like S except that VL (v) = VL(v) − {p}. We now define diffusion centrality.
Definition 5 (Diffusion Centrality): Let S = (V, E, VL, ω) be an SN and D a diffusion model for a property p. The diffusion centrality of a vertex v ∈ V w.r.t. D is defined as follows:
Intuitively, this definition says that to compute the diffusion centrality of vertex v, we follow two steps:
1) We find the least fixed point of the diffusion model and the SN S ⊕ p(v), i.e. we assume that vertex v has property p and see how much diffusion occurs. 2) We then find the least fixed point of the diffusion model and the SN S p(v), i.e. we assume that vertex v does not have property p and see how much diffusion occurs.
The difference of these two numbers captures the "impact" that would occur in terms of diffusion of property p if vertex v had property p. 3 We illustrate via the HIV example. Example 7: The only vertex in our HIV example with property hiv is b. Therefore it is easy to compute the values of the negative summand of Definition 5 from the values in Example 6. They turn out to be 2.21 for a, 2.3 for c, and 2.71 for d. As b is the only vertex with HIV, the negative summand for b is 0 because if we assume b does not have HIV, then nobody in the network has it and no one gets infected.
As far as the positive summand is concerned, consider b. Assuming b has HIV makes no difference because b already has HIV according to S, i.e. S = S ⊕ hiv(b). Hence, we can use the values in Example 6 to compute the positive summand of dc(b), viz. 2.11.
Suppose we now assume a has HIV. b has HIV with confidence 1 because S says so; c has HIV with 0.9 confidence via the first diffusion rule; d has HIV with 0.4 confidence because the second rule applies. Thus, the value of the first summand for a is 2. 
IV. ALGORITHMS
In this section, we develop the HyperDC algorithm to solve the diffusion centrality problem. The algorithm uses an efficient hypergraph-based algorithm (HyperLFP) as an essential part to compute the least fixed point, we therefore first present HyperLFP.
A. The HyperLFP Algorithm
As HyperLFP uses hypergraphs, we first define hypergraphs. Definition 7: A weighted directed hypergraph is a triple V, H, W where: (i) V is a finite set of vertices. (ii) H is a finite set of (directed) hyperedges. A hyperedge is a pair S, t where S is a (possibly empty) subset of V , called source set, and t is a vertex in V , called target vertex. Given a hyperedge h ∈ H we use S(h) to denote its source set and t(h) to denote its target vertex. (iii) W : H → [0, 1] is a function assigning a weight to each hyperedge.
We now define a diffusion hypergraph that captures how property p diffuses through SN S according to diffusion model D. The hypergraph does not depend on the particular initial plabeling of S, but depends only on D and the structure of S in terms of edges and vertex properties other than p. Therefore, the diffusion hypergraph has to be computed only once and 4 Note that if we add another person to the SN, say b1, that is identical to b, i.e., has one sexual partner a and has HIV, then the diffusion centrality of b will become 0. Moreover, if b does not have HIV according to the original network, i.e., no one in the network has HIV, then a will have the highest diffusion centrality and b and c will have the same diffusion centrality.
can be used with different p-labelings of S. 5 In addition, the hypergraph allows us to eliminate (ground) diffusion rules that are not enabled. 
enabled ground diffusion rule of D and its associated hyperededge is h}
The basic idea of the HyperLFP algorithm is that hyperedges that propagate a value greater than zero are kept in a data structure Heap, where each hyperedge is associated with the value it propagates to its target vertex; hyperedges in Heap with higher values are visited first; when a value is propagated by a hyperedge to its target vertex, say v, only the hyperedges that can be possibly affected by this are inspected and possibly added to Heap -these are the hyperedges having v in the source set. HyperLFP ensures that when value w is assigned to a vertex v, then w is the final value for v in the least fixed point; hence the hyperedge that propagated w as well as any other hyperedge having v as target vertex do not need to be considered anymore to see if a new higher value can be assigned to v. on lines 15-19) . Specifically, only the hyperedges having t in the source set are inspected. For each of them, if the current labeling assigns 0 to the target vertex, the hyperedge propagates a value greater than 0, and there has not been any hyperedge added to Heap propagating a higher value, then the hyperedge is added to Heap along with the value it propagates.
Algorithm 1 HyperLFP
1: p[1..|V |], u[1..|V |], c[1..|V |] 2: p[v] = 1 for all v ∈ V s.t. p ∈ VL(v) 3: p[v] = 0 for all v ∈ V s.t. p ∈ VL(v) 4: u[v] = {h | h ∈ H ∧ v ∈ S(h)} for all v ∈ V 5: c[v] = 0 for all v ∈ V 6: Heap = ∅ 7: for each h ∈ H do 8: if v∈S(h) p[v] == 1 ∧ W (h) > c[t(h)] then 9: c[t(h)] = W (hw = W (h) × v∈S(h) p[v]
17: if p[t(h)] == 0 ∧ w > c[t(h)] then

18: c[t(h)]
Theorem 1: HyperLFP correctly computes lfp(T S,D ). Proposition 2: The worst-case time complexity of Algorithm HyperLFP is O(|N
| + |H| · (log|H| + u max · S max )), where u max = max v∈V {|{h | h ∈ H ∧ v ∈ S(h)}|} and S max = max h∈H {|S(h)|}.
B. The HyperDC Algorithm
When computing the diffusion centrality of a vertex v, we note that S, S ⊕ p(v), and S p(v) differ only on whether vertex v has property p or not. The following simple proposition says how this can be leveraged.
Proposition 3: Consider an SN S = (V, E, VL, ω), a diffusion model D for a property p, and a vertex v ∈ V . Let
When computing dc(v), the definition requires us to compute the difference of two summations. The above result says that if F has been computed once (in advance), then we only need to compute one summation, thus reducing the expected running time significantly because each summation requires a least fixed point computation. The first (resp. second) case says that if vertex v originally already had (resp. did not have) the diffusive property, then the first (resp. second) summation is already captured in F , and so we only need to compute the second (resp. first) one.
Step 1 of Algorithm 2 leverages Proposition 3, computing lfp(T S,D ) just once and reusing it intelligently so that only one fixed point computation needs to be done for each dc(v ) computation.
Step 1 also leverages the HyperLFP algorithm's efficiency. HyperDC also prunes intelligently: when computing DC for a vertex v , every time a new value is assigned to a vertex during the least fixed point computation, we check if the DC of v is going to be below the threshold for sure (lines 22 and 25); if so, the DC computation for v is aborted.
Algorithm 2 HyperDC
Input:
13:
for each h ∈ H do 14:
Add h, W (h) to Heap
17:
while Heap = ∅ do
18:
S, t , w = deleteM ax (Heap) 19:
21:
if p ∈ VL(v ) then
22
:
23:
go to line 4
24:
else 25:
26:
go to line 4 27:
29:
30: c[t(h)] = w
31:
Add h, w to Heap 32:
33:
34: 
In this case, the positive summand of the definition of DC has already been computed and what is being computed is the negative summand. The positive summand is equal to
, so this quantity is fixed, whereas the negative summand is at least P − 1 and can only grow. Hence, if the condition above is true, we can stop the computation of diffusion centrality for v because we already know that it is not going to be greater than or equal to τ .
In this case the negative summand of the definition of diffusion centrality has already been computed and what is being computed is the positive summand. The negative summand is equal to d S − p S [v ] , so this quantity is fixed. We compute an upper bound for the positive summand as (P − 1 + (|V | − N ) × w). Specifically, P − 1 accounts for the vertices for which a value w.r.t. the least fixed point has been determined (1 is deducted to ignore the value of v itself) -notice that this is correct because if a value is assigned to a vertex, then the value is the final one in the least fixed point.
(|V |−N )×w gives an upper bound for the value the remaining vertices can cumulatively have in the least fixed point: |V |−N is the number of vertices with a value still equal to 0 according to the current labeling, and w is the maximum value that can be assigned to them -this follows from the fact that values are assigned in a non-increasing order. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compared diffusion centrality with classical centrality measures in terms of running time and overall spread induced by the most central vertices.
We implemented the HyperLFP and HyperDC algorithms in around 5000 lines of Java code. All algorithms were run on an Intel Xeon @ 2.40 GHz, 24 GB RAM.
We considered YouTube data by randomly choosing connected subgraphs of 20K to 100K vertices in steps of 20K. The data consisted of user-ids and friend relations between people (edges). The diffusive property was membership in specific YouTube groups. We used the diffusion models of [14] to describe "favoriting" of Flickr photos for our experiments with different values of their probability of transmission parameter. Intuitively, the diffusion model says that "If X is a member of group g and X is a friend of Y and X has a property q , then Y is a member of g with confidence ρ 1 ."
A. Running time.
The following table reports the average time (in milliseconds) to compute centrality for one single vertex according to different centrality measures as the size of the SN increases. For DC, we considered three runs where different randomly chosen vertices were given property q -in every run, q was given to 2.5% of the vertices (in the following we also show running times with higher percentages). For each run we computed the average time to compute DC for one vertex and then computed the average of this time over the three runs.
For every centrality measure, the running time increases as the size of SN grows. Computing DC is slower than computing degree and eigenvector centrality, but faster than computing betweenness, closeness and stress centrality. This is not surprising as degree centrality is trivial to compute -and it is also well known that eigenvector centrality (used in PageRank) is also very fast. More precisely, the worst case time complexity to compute betweenness (resp. closeness, degree, eigenvector) centrality is O(mn) (resp. O(mn + n 2 log n), O(m), O(n)), where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges of the SN. Running times to compute closeness (resp. stress) centrality for SNs with 80K and 100K (resp. 60K, 80K and 100K) vertices are not reported: in those cases computing centrality for all vertices of the SN took more than 12 days. Figure 2 shows the average time to compute DC for one vertex as the size of the SN is varied from 20K to 100K vertices and the percentage of vertices in the SN with property q varies from 2.5% to 20% -each running time is the average of 5 runs with different random choices of g, ρ 1 , and the distribution of q across the vertices. 6 We note that as the percentage of vertices in the graph with property q increases, HyperDC takes longer. The reason for this is that when this percentage is small, it restricts the number of ground diffusion rules that are enabled, thus reducing the time for least fixed point computation. It is worth noting that, even when 20% of the vertices in the original SN have property q, the running time for DC is still lower than the time to compute betweenness, closeness and stress centrality.
B. Quality
In order to assess the "quality" of the centrality measures we found the 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 most central vertices according to each centrality measure (we also considered randomly chosen vertices), assigned the diffusive property to them (recall that the diffusive property is membership in groups), and computed the overall spread of the diffusive property. Figure 3a (resp. 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e) shows the overall spread as the number of most central vertices having the diffusive property varies from 10 to 50 -the SN has 20K (resp. 40K, 60K, 80K, 100K) vertices and 2.5% of the vertices were given property q. The values reported on the X-axis are the overall spread obtained by assigning the diffusive property to the most central vertices divided by the spread in the original social network (each value is the average over three different runs).
Obviously, for any centrality measure and SN size, the spread increases as the number of vertices having the diffusive property increases. Diffusion centrality always gives a much higher spread than any other centrality measure. Figure 3a shows that, in the SN with 20K vertices, betweenness and degree centrality yield pretty much the same spread, eigenvector centrality gives a similar spread except when the top 10 and 50 vertices have the diffusive property, stress centrality yields a lower spread, and the lowest spread is given by closeness centrality and randomly chosen vertices. Diffusion centrality has the highest spread. With SNs having 40K and 80K vertices diffusion centrality yields again the highest spread (this is notable with 80K vertices), the spread of the other centrality measures are close each other (see Figures 3b  and 3d ). Figure 3c shows that diffusion centrality is again better than any other centrality measure. A lower spread is given by degree and eigenvector centrality, then an even lower spread is given by betweenness centrality; randomly chosen vertices and vertices with highest closeness centrality yield the lowest spread. Figure 3e shows that diffusion centrality is once again better than other centrality measures, a lower spread is given by betweenness centrality, the lowest spread is given by the remaining centrality measures. 7 
VI. CONCLUSION
Though many different vertex centrality measures have been proposed, they consider only the topology of the network for the purpose of determining vertex centralities. In this paper, we have proposed the novel notion of diffusion centrality. Diffusion centrality takes into account the fact that social networks today have both structural and semantical aspects. Moreover, we propose, for the first time, a framework where centrality of a vertex depends on a property of interest and the vertex's ability to diffuse that property. We presented the HyperDC algorithm to compute diffusion centrality and experimentally assessed it using real-world data from YouTube showing that HyperDC works well in practice. In addition, we compared diffusion centrality with classical centrality measures like degree, closeness, betweenness, stress, and eigenvector centrality and shown that diffusion centrality produces higher quality 7 Stress (resp. closeness) centrality is not reported for SNs with 60K-100K (resp. 80K-100K) vertices because their running times were very high.
results. Diffusion centrality is also often faster to compute than betweenness, closeness and stress centrality, but slower than degree and eigenvector centrality.
